
    
  

   

   

      

   

   

 



Dear Petitioner, 

The "Briefer Process" is an abbreviated marriage nullity request created by Pope Francis in 2015 

for the Jubilee Year of Mercy. It allows for a more streamlined process -- compared to the 

"Ordinary Process" -- when grounds of marriage nullity are obvious and provable as defined by 

the Code of Canon Law. 

If you are reading this letter, we hope it means that you have already met with a Sponsor (priest, 

deacon or certified pastoral associate) and together you have discussed your particular marital 

history in addition to what it means to have a marriage declared null in the Roman Catholic 

Church. Having had that meeting, you and your Sponsor have decided to explore this briefer 

process as the best way to move forward. Most Petitioners would naturally prefer something 

called "briefer," especially for something as personal as this, but it may not apply in every case. 

Since it is a judicial process, the briefer process can only be used when all of the following 

conditions exist: 

• The reason for the nullity of my marriage is clear, simple and obvious in accord with

Canon Law (e.g. the marriage was for immigration purposes only; there was a pregnancy

prior to marriage; the marriage only lasted a few months; an essential element of

marriage was intentionally left out such as fidelity or permanence)

• The Respondent (the other party in the marriage or simply, your ex-spouse) is given access

to the Libel/us (petition) that you will complete with your Sponsor and understands that

you are asking that the marriage be declared null. The Respondent must be willing to

participate by signing this form or at least sign to the effect that he/she will not object

to this particular process.

• The facts of your marital history are corroborated either by detailed witness testimony

or through authentic documents.

If all three of the above conditions are not possible you cannot utilize this briefer process and 

should submit a Request for Tribunal Study for the ordinary process instead. Filing for the briefer 

process without all three conditions in place will only delay your case because it will be rejected 

and subsequently returned to you and your Sponsor. 

Therefore, if you and your sponsor feel that your case does qualify for the Briefer Process, such 

that all three of the factors above apply, and understanding that the Metropolitan Tribunal has 

the final say as to what qualifies, continue with this Request for Tribunal Study- Briefer Process. 

Sincerely Yours in Christ, 

Staff of the Metropolitan Tribunal 
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